PARTICIPATION IN JUNE COMMENCEMENT  
PRIOR TO SUMMER GRADUATION

Students in the M.Div., M.A. (any kind), and M.S. programs who intend to complete course requirements during the Summer Quarter may participate in the June Commencement prior to their graduation.

To be eligible for this privilege, all of the following conditions must be met:

1. No more than 20 units of coursework must remain to be completed during the Summer Quarter. This cannot include any kind of thesis or writing project.

2. All of the remaining course work must be available, with no scheduling conflicts in the Summer Quarter (no more than one two-week intensive may be taken in any two-week period, for example).

3. There must be no requirements other than coursework remaining to be met.

4. You must fully intend to register for and complete the remaining coursework within the Summer Quarter (that is, without requesting an Incomplete for any Summer Quarter course or a further extension of any prior incomplete work).

5. You must be in good academic standing.

6. There must be a basis for reasonable confidence that you will be able to complete the coursework during the Summer Quarter, given the amount of coursework left to complete and your other commitments and past academic performance. Applications to participate in Commencement under this policy will be reviewed by the Registrar, and where such confidence is not apparent the final decision will be made in consultation with the Dean of the school involved.

7. An Application for Graduation must be submitted by March 1, accompanied by a signed copy of this policy.

The Commencement program will clearly indicate that you have requirements yet to be completed during Summer Quarter. If for any reason you do not complete the requirements for graduation during the Summer Quarter, you must reapply for graduation for the appropriate quarter, but will not be permitted to participate in Commencement exercises and activities a second time.

I certify that this student has no more than 20 units of coursework to be completed during the Summer Quarter, that courses meeting these requirements are scheduled with no conflicts, and that I am reasonably confident that this student can complete this work within the Summer Quarter.

__________________________________________________
Academic Advisor Signature
Date

I understand and accept the conditions described above, and certify that I fully intend to register for and complete all remaining course requirements within the Summer Quarter. I understand that participation in Commencement does not constitute graduation, which will occur only when all requirements have been met.

__________________________________________________
Student Signature
Date

Student ID Number
Name (Printed)